INTRODUCTION
The problem of shear wave propagation due to a suddenly applied rotary disturbance in a homogeneous elastic plate was solved by Goodier and Jahsmanl.
The corresponding problem in a nonhomogeneous plate was solved by Sternberg and Chakravorty 2 . In both these cases the Laplace transform technique was used. Except in a few cases of special radial distributions of the shear modulus, all their solutions are in integral form which can be evaluated only by numerical integration. A solution obtained by the Laplace transform technique is applicable for only one type of initial and boundary conditions.
To solve for a different type of condition, the problem must be reinitiated and techniques for inversion developed. In their study of the nonhomogeneous plate problems Sternberg and Chakravorty were mainly interested in the qualitative effect of the variation of shear modulus; therefore, a simple exponential variation was selected. Solutions for other types of radial distribution of the shear modulus are not available. For these reasons there is a need for other methods in tieating shear waves in nonhomogeneous plates.
-2-A -! In this paper the propagation of cylindrical shear waves in nonhomogeneous elastic bodies is treated by the method of characteristics. By using this method, the distribution of wave velocity (physical characteristic), the characteristic equations, as well as the equations governing the propagation of abrupt change in stress -(step input), may be determined in, closed form.
Numerical integration for the determination of' the stress field behind the wave front may-be accomplished readily for any type of input; and for any type of radial distribution of the shear modulus and density. As examples, materials with simple exponential distribution of the shear modulus under step input in stress are presented. For a certain class Diedia, the Laplace transform method yields results only up to a certain critical time;-whereas the method of characteristics yield-solutions beyond this critical time.
In Ref.
3, the method of characteristics was applied 'to cylindrical and spherical dilatational waves in a homogeneous elastic material. The present paper is an extension of the method, not only to the case of shear waves, but also to nonhomogeneous media.
GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The governing equations in cylidirical coordinates for elastic torsional shear waves under axisymmetrical loading conditions are,
where r is the radius; t)I"he time;-p is the density; G is the shear modulus;
is the torsional shear stress; and v is the tangential displacement. The T istetrinlsersrs;adv stetneta ipaeet h .* shear modulus and the density are in neneral arbitrary functions of the radius.
Substituting eq. (2) into eq. (1), we obtain a single second order equation
where c a (G/p) 1 /2 is the torsional shear wave velocity. it may be noted that since only shear stress is involved, these equations are exact for both a plate (plane stress) and a hollowed infinite body (plane strain).
In the application of the method of characteristics, we may use either eqs.
(1) and (2), the stress approach; or eq. (3), the displacement approach.
The governing equations for both approaches will be given below; while the numerical procedures for the displacement approach only will be presented.
CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONS
In the displacement approach, we apply the method of characteristics to the single second order equation, (3), and obtain the following two physical
which will be called the I+ and I-characteristics, respectively. Notice that eqs. (4) are of the same form for both homogeneous and nonhomogeneous materials.
For homogeneous materials, the physical characteristics are two families of straight lines of constant slope, whereas for nonhomogeneous materials, they are two families of curved lines in the r,t-plane. In both cases, once the distribution of G and p are given, the physical characteristics are determined independent of the loading and solution of the problem.
The characteristic equations of (3), with v t for Bv/at, vr for 3v/ar, are, In the stress approach, we differentiate eq. (2) with respect to time and 
2-av t (6)
ar +2r Vt
These may be considered as two first order equations in terms of T and v t * Applying the method of characteristics to eqs. -5-conditions are derived for flexural waves by using the displacement approach.
In this paper, we shall follow the displacement approach and derive the jump * condiions for shear waves in nonhomogeneous materials.
Let A and B be two points on a I-characteristic as shown in Fig. 1 . 
As B approaches A, the right hand side of (9) 
The corresponding jump in T obtained from (2) and (14) The same set of equations (13) to (16) may also be derived from the stress approach.
INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Thbe elastic body under consideration will be either an infinite sheet with a circular hole, or an infinite hollow cylinder. These configurations can be represented by r. < r < -, where r 0 is 9. constant. Initially, the body is not loaded, thus the stress and velocity are zero. For time greater than zero, the input is applied at the boundary r = ros either suddenly or gradually. This input can be in the form of specified time functions of any one of the three variables, vt, vr, or T.
NUMERICAL PROCEDURE
It is convenient to introduce non-dimensional quantities as follows: . Along the boundary = 1, either t or 7 is specified; correspondingly, the I + characteristics to the left are absent leaving two equations for two unknowns.
In the numerical calculation, the characteristic grid system was constructed by choosing points on the leading I + characteristic with equal horizontal distance, as shown in Fig. 2 . The I-characteristics are constructed from the reflections of the I + characteristics from the boundary r -1.
SPECIFIC EXAMPLES
A 
Homogeneous Medium
For a homogeneous medium, a = 0, results of our calculation are shown in If the input at a 1 is in terms of prescribed velocity, then the solutions (displacement and velocity) for the dilatational wave can be used as those for the shear wave, if the value of the wave velocity is properly adjusted.
The stresses must be calculated from the proper stress-displacement equations for each case separately. 
where a x 10 is a special case corresponding to k a -2. As shown in Ref. 
This characteristic has an asymptote at * 2 /(4-2), where r 4
In Fig. 5 , this leading I+ characteristic fcr a 10 is labeled as curve OA.
As , the wave speed Z and the stress i all approach infinity. In the 
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